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Abstract. Heat loads of 10MWm−2 are expected for steady state operation at ITER8

and up to 20MWm−2 in slow transient situations. Plasma linear devices like Magnum-9

PSI can recreate situations close as those expected to be achieved at ITER divertor,10

providing easier access for diagnostics than in a tokamak. Numerical models are11

still necessary to complement experiments and to extrapolate relevant information12

to fusion devices, as the relevant Atomic and Molecular (A&M) processes. SOLPS-13

ITER (formerly known as B2.5-Eirene) is typically employed to solve the plasma14

and neutral distribution in a coupled way for tokamak devices. For Magnum-PSI,15

B2.5 has been coupled with a different neutral module, named Eunomia, developed16

mostly for linear devices. Nevertheless, there is an interest in using SOLPS-17

ITER for simulating Magnum-PSI, as it would ease the process of relating linear18

device results with tokamaks. A previous work found significant differences in the19

implementation of relevant plasma-neutral processes in Eirene and Eunomia. A wide20

range of plasma scenarios are compared between B2.5-Eunomia and SOLPS-ITER.21

Although both codes produce results close to experimental Thomson Scattering (TS)22

density and temperature near the target once the electric potential at the source is23

adjusted, these are achieved with completely different plasma and neutral distributions.24

Anomalous transport coefficients, which are other of the free-parameters in Magnum-25

PSI simulation, are set equal between the two codes. When studied in a wide range26

of neutral pressures, SOLPS-ITER shows a trend closer to experiments, as well as27

providing a converged solution at neutral pressures higher than 4Pa for which B2.5-28

Eunomia was unable to provide a converged solution. Additional measurements of the29

neutral distribution in the target chamber as well as the electric potential at the source30

are required to determine which code is producing results closer to the experiment.31

Submitted to: Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion32
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1. Introduction33

Reduction of heat and particle flux towards the divertor of a tokamak is necessary to34

extend the lifetime of the divertor and achieve larger operation times. The divertor35

target surface needs to endure heat loads that for ITER [1] will go from 10MWm−2 in36

steady state operation up to 20MWm−2 during slow transients [2]. A way to reduce37

these fluxes is to puff a neutral gas to achieve a detached plasma state [3, 4]. Thus, the38

interaction of the high energy plasma, the neutrals inside the vessel (from recombination,39

sputtering and gas puffing) and the wall material is of immense importance for the next40

generation of fusion devices. The accurate simulation and experimental characterization41

of plasma-neutral interactions close to the divertor’s target in a tokamak is of immense42

importance for heat and particle control.43

To study the complex interaction between plasma and target as well as the basic44

principles of heat and particle flux mitigation, linear devices like Magnum-PSI [5] are45

employed. These devices are easier and cheaper to operate and allow for better access46

with experimental diagnostics. Magnum-PSI can generate similar conditions to those47

expected to be achieved at ITER’s divertor targets, reaching hydrogen flux densities of48

1023 − 1025m−2s−1 with electron and ion temperatures of 1− 5 eV [6].49

Nevertheless, due to the multiple challenges that arise in the plasma-surface50

interaction in Magnum-PSI, numerical models are required to better understand the51

experimental data and to validate numerical modelling against experiments. This52

becomes relevant for fusion detachment to extract information of the relevant Atomic53

and Molecular (A&M) processes taking place near the target, for example. Two54

numerical codes are currently being used to model Magnum-PSI: SOLPS-ITER, formerly55

known as B2.5-Eirene, [7, 8] and B2.5-Eunomia [9]. Both codes use the same fluid56

plasma solver, B2.5, coupled with a Monte-Carlo solver to obtain the neutral distribution57

and the plasma sources from plasma-neutral interaction, Eirene [10] and Eunomia58

respectively. An important endeavour has been done in developing B2.5-Eunomia and59

validating it against experiments [11, 12]. However, there is an intrinsic interest in using60

the same code for linear devices than the one used for tokamaks, as previous simulations61

of linear devices with SOLPS-ITER have shown [13, 14, 15].62

In this work, SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia are compared in coupled runs for a63

low and high neutral pressure in the target chamber to represent a detached situation.64

The trend of peak electron density and temperature as a function of the target chamber’s65

neutral pressure is studied for a wide range of values. The disparate neutral distributions66

and sources of particles and energy obtained in the standalone comparison of Ref. [16]67

result in completely different plasma states. Due to the free parameters present in the68

simulation of Magnum-PSI [11], both codes are able to reach plasma profiles close to69

the TS experimental data a few centimetres in front of the target. This means that70

additional diagnostics are required to determine which code is providing results closer71

to the measurements.72

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of Magnum-PSI73
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Figure 1: Simplified geometry section of Magnum-PSI. The three chambers source (I),

beam dump (II) and target (III) are separated by skimmers marked in solid blue. The

target position, marked in red, can be axially transposed. Figure taken with permission

from Ref. [16].

and the particularities of its simulation with SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia. Then,74

Sec. 3 depicts the differences between the two codes in a coupled situation. Results for75

two plasma scenarios, the high and low density cases from Ref. [11] in a wide range of76

neutral pressures, are presented in Sec. 4. Additionally, the impact of electron-molecule77

collision terms missing in the standard list of Eirene and Eunomia processes is included.78

Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. 5.79

2. Simulation setup for Magnum-PSI80

To study the complex interaction between plasma and target as well the basic principles81

of heat and particle flux mitigation, linear devices like Magnum-PSI [5, 17] can be82

employed [18]. This plasma linear device can generate similar conditions to those83

expected to be achieved at ITER’s divertor targets, reaching hydrogen flux densities84

of 1023 − 1025m−2s−1 with electron and ion temperatures of 1 − 5 eV [6]. The basic85

geometry of Magnum-PSI, in the cases presented in this work, is shown in Fig. 1. The86

main surfaces of Magnum-PSI are made of stainless-steel, which is the material used87

for all surfaces in the simulation except for the target, which is tungsten. Magnum-88

PSI is divided into three chambers separated by skimmers: source, beam dump and89

target, marked as I, II and III respectively. These skimmers limit the diameter of the90

plasma beam to around 5 cm. Moreover, the magnetic field must be large enough so91

the plasma beam is not too wide, which would result in an extreme head load on the92

first skimmer. The pressure is maintained at a specific level in each chamber thanks93

to the cryogenic pumps marked with P. In the target chamber, a test material, usually94

tungsten, is exposed to the plasma beam. A gas puff can be injected into the target95

chamber to increase the chamber pressure and produce a detachment plasma state.96

Different diagnostic are applied during a typical operation of Magnum-PSI, including97

Thomson Scattering (TS) near the target [19].98

The main properties of the plasma close to the target and the experimental setup99

during the detachment experiments can be found in Tab. 1. For a more detailed analysis100

of the detachment experiments please refer to Ref. [11].101

To simulate Magnum-PSI plasma with B2.5, a rectangular region of102
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High Density Low Density

Main plasma species H H

Source Chamber Pressure (Pa) 1.96 1.27

Magnetic Field (T) 1.20 1.20

Beam Dump Chamber Pressure (Pa) 0.42 0.30

Target Chamber Pressure (Pa) 0.46− 8.20 0.27− 8.10

Target Peak Density (1020m−3) 5.12− 0.49 1.11− 2.00

Target Peak Temperature (eV) 1.09− 0.14 3.94− 0.38

Gas puffing in target chamber (H2) (slm) 0− 12 0− 12

Table 1: Table containing the main plasma properties and relevant Magnum-PSI

parameters for the detachment experiments presented here. Target pressure, electron

density and temperature changed during the experiments as a function of the gas puffing

at the target. The other parameters in the table remained constant.
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Figure 2: Eirene mesh used for the high density case in this work. The dark region at

the axis represents the plasma grid. The Eunomia mesh and the meshes used for the low

density case are qualitatively similar and are not shown here for the sake of simplicity.

150(axial)×36(radial) surfaces, assuming an axi-symmetrical geometry, is used to rep-103

resent the plasma beam. Then, the Eirene or Eunomia grid is extended to cover the104

full device vessel to properly capture the dynamics of the neutrals outside the plasma105

region. In the plasma region, the two grids overlap so that information between plasma106

and neutrals can be communicated. An example of the Eirene mesh can be found in107

Fig. 2, in which the dark region represents the dense plasma grid. The TS target posi-108

tion is used as the origin (z = 0m) and the plasma source is located at z = −1.3m. The109

density and temperature profiles of TS at the source are used as boundary conditions110

for B2.5 assuming quasi-neutrality and equilibrium between ions and electrons.111

The individual pressure in each chamber is achieved in SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-112

Eunomia by means of a pressure feedback loop. This loop modifies the absorption113

probabilities of surfaces representing Magnum-PSI’s pumps to match a reference114

pressure, measured during the experiments.115

In addition, the dynamics of neutral particles reflected by the walls of Magnum-PSI116

must be considered to obtain the right distribution of plasma and neutrals. Currently,117
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it is assumed that atomic hydrogen has two possible outcomes when interacting with a118

Magnum-PSI wall: it is either reflected keeping its energy, with a 90% of probability,119

or it recombines into H2 and it is reflected by the wall with an energy equivalent to the120

wall temperature [9]. Molecules are assumed to always be reflected as thermal molecules121

by the wall. For the plasma impacting the target, a 100% recombination is assumed,122

being 90% H and the remaining 10% H2 [9]. An electrical floating target is assumed,123

meaning that the net current through the target is null, as it is a typical condition for124

Magnum-PSI experiments. The plasma reaching the edge of the beam is automatically125

recombined into neutrals and acts as a source of neutral particles in Eirene.126

In the framework of simulating Magnum-PSI with SOLPS-ITER or B2.5-Eunomia127

several parameters not directly measured and used as free parameters have to be chosen128

to match the simulation output to experiments [11]. These are the electric potential129

profile at the source boundary condition and the transport coefficients for B2.5. For130

the transport coefficients, the values for Ref. [11] are employed for the simulations131

presented here with SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia. The unknown electric potential,132

which relates with the Ohmic heating in the plasma beam, is typically fitted with a133

double Gaussian curve and adjusted such that the temperature at the simulated TS134

target position (z = 0m) is in good agreement with experiment data. This hinders the135

predictive capability of of B2.5-Eunomia and SOLPS-ITER to simulate Magnum-PSI136

and increases the number of unknown parameters. Additionally, if anomalous transport137

coefficients are used, the electric potential profile is dependent of these values [11]. Each138

code requires a different electric potential profile to obtain similar electron temperature139

profiles in the target chamber, which directly relates to the energy exchanged with the140

neutrals [16]. The electric potential at the source should be measured in Magnum-PSI141

to obtain profiles usable in the codes, which will aid in determining which code is closer142

to the experiment.143

3. Main differences between SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia144

It is clear that the main difference between SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia is the145

use of a completely different neutral module (Eirene and Eunomia, respectively), while146

maintaining the same plasma solver (B2.5). Nevertheless, it should be noted that the147

B2.5 version used in the last B2.5-Eunomia release has not been updated to recent148

versions available in SOLPS-ITER. Thus, there are differences between the two plasma149

solvers used in each code, mostly related with bug fixes and other improvements not150

relevant for the cases studied here. Although these differences are barely noticeable,151

they should be noted as they have a small impact in the final solution. However, the big152

difference between the two suites is still the different implementation of plasma-neutral153

processes explained in Ref. [16].154

The plasma grid in both codes has been set to have the same number of axial and155

radial elements (150× 36) in the same coordinates. However, due to different processes156

in the grid generation for Eirene and Eunomia, neutral grids do not match, except in157
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the plasma region, in which each B2.5 quadrilateral is divided into two triangles.158

As stated in Ref. [16], Eirene and Eunomia use a different wall reflection model.159

Eunomia always assumes a thermal reflection of atoms and molecules. On the other160

hand, Eirene incorporates a fast reflection for atoms and thermal reflection for molecules.161

As the main objective of this paper is to study the standard approach of both codes for162

the simulation of Magnum-PSI, there has been no modification to this model. However,163

the probabilities of absorption, fast and thermal reflection for each species have been164

set equal between Eirene and Eunomia. Additionally, Eirene uses pre-calculated tables165

with TRIM [20, 21, 22] for the reflection model between neutrals and surfaces. These166

tables provide a more accurate post-reflection velocity distribution for each particle, for167

example to properly represent target recycling.168

In this simulation regime, accounting for the transport of vibrational resolved169

molecules with collision rates for each vibrational states can become important [23, 24] .170

Eunomia can easily deal with different vibrational states for H2 and uses the relevant171

collisional data from H2VIBR, as shown in Tab. 3. Although this capability can be set in172

Eirene, this work uses a standard approach for Eirene in which thermal equilibrium for173

molecules is assumed. Thus, this comparison will be performed with Eunomia tracking174

individual vibrational states for H2 and Eirene assuming equilibrium. This has an impact175

on some collision rates [12], particularly at higher electron temperatures. Additional176

simulations accounting for vibrational resolved molecules in Eirene using H2VIBR will177

be carried out in the future to determine the impact of the distribution of vibrational178

levels in the simulation of Magnum-PSI.179

As stated in Ref. [16], Eirene and Eunomia implement some relevant plasma-neutral180

collision processes in a distinct way. This leads to significant differences in the sink and181

sources of particles, momentum and energy passed to B2.5 to generate a new plasma182

scenario. The main differences appear in the implementation of Molecular Assisted183

Recombination (MAR), electron impact ionization (EI) of atoms and proton-molecule184

elastic (EL) collisions. Moreover, the standard sets of collision processes between the two185

codes, tables 2 and 3, present additional processes that are included or neglected in each186

case. It can be seen how Eirene includes two process related with H2 that do not appear187

in Eunomia: dissociation ionization (AMJUEL 2.2.10) and electron impact ionization188

of molecules (AMJUEL 2.2.9). On the other hand, Eunomia includes processes related189

with the formation of H– that aid to the recombination of protons. The impact of these190

missing terms in each code is analysed in sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.191

4. Results192

This section presents the main results of the comparison between SOLPS-ITER and193

B2.5-Eunomia in Magnum-PSI simulations. Two plasma scenarios are presented: low194

and high density. The plasma and neutral solutions for B2.5-Eunomia are the same as195

in Ref. [11]. In the high density scenario the cases have been re-run to account for the196

issue in double counting p + H collisions [16]. For each of these plasma scenarios, two197
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Collision Type Database

e + H −−→ H+ + 2 e EI AMJUEL 2.1.5

H+ +H −−→ H+H+ CX HYDHEL 3.1.8

e + H2 −−→ H+H+ e DS AMJUEL 2.2.5g

H + H −−→ H+H EL AMMONX R-H-H

H+H2 −−→ H+H2 EL AMMONX R-H-H2

H2 +H2 −−→ H2 +H2 EL AMMONX R-H2-H2

H+ +H2 −−→ H+H2
+ CX AMJUEL 3.2.3

e + H2
+
−−→ H+ +H+ + 2 e DI AMJUEL 2.2.11

e + H2
+
−−→ H+H+ + e DS AMJUEL 2.2.12

e + H2
+
−−→ H+H DR AMJUEL 2.2.14

H+ +H2 −−→ H+ +H2 EL AMJUEL 0.3T

e + H2 −−→ H2
+ + 2 e EI AMJUEL 2.2.9

e + H2 −−→ H+H+ + 2 e DS AMJUEL 2.2.10

H+ + e −−→ H(1 s) RC AMJUEL 2.1.8

Table 2: Reactions used by Eirene for atomic and molecular Hydrogen. The type of

collision are: charge-exchange (CX), electron impact ionization (EI), elastic collision

(EL), dissociation (DS), dissociation ionization (DI), dissociation recombination (DR)

and recombination (RC).

Collision Type Database

e + H −−→ H+ + 2 e EI HYDHEL 2.1.5

e + H −−→ e + H* EI HYDHEL 2.1.5

H+ +H −−→ H+H+ CX HYDHEL 3.1.8

e + H2 −−→ H+H+ e DS H2VIBR 2.l1

H+ + e −−→ H(1 s) RC AMJUEL 2.1.8

H + H −−→ H+H EL Lennard-Jones

H + H2 −−→ H+H2 EL Lennard-Jones

H2 +H2 −−→ H2 +H2 EL Lennard-Jones

H+ +H2 −−→ H+ +H2 EL AMJUEL 0.3T

H+ +H2(v = 0-14) −−→ H+H2
+ CX H2VIBR 2.l2

e + H2
+
−−→ H+H* DS Spontaneous

e + H2(v = i) −−→ e + H2(v = i + 1) EX H2VIBR

e + H2(v = i) −−→ e + H2(v = i – 1) DX H2VIBR

e + H2(v = 0-14) −−→ H+H– DS H2VIBR 2.l3

H– +H+
−−→ H+H* RC Spontaneous

Table 3: Reactions used by Eunomia for atomic and molecular Hydrogen. The type

of collision are: charge-exchange (CX), electron impact ionization (EI), elastic collision

(EL), dissociation (DS), excitation (EX), de-excitation(DX) and recombination (RC).

Excited states H* are instantaneously de-excited or ionized.
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Figure 3: Radial profiles of the electron density and temperature at the TS target

position for the High Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution and

data points are the TS measurements. Both codes produce a good agreement with

experimental data, but discrepancies, particularly at the edges, still appear.

neutral pressures in the target chamber are analysed in deep. The trend of the peak198

temperature and density for a wide range of neutral pressures in the target chamber is199

also discussed. In the low pressure case, no gas puffing is included, so the neutrals in200

the device come only from recycling and recombination. For the high pressure case a201

gas puffing of H2 is added to the simulation. This injected gas raises the pressure in the202

target chamber to ∼ 4 Pa, increasing the plasma-neutral interactions and reducing the203

plasma flux towards the target.204

4.1. High Density case205

It is interesting to analyse a high density plasma scenario as this produce high flux of206

particles and heat as those expected at ITER divertor. The radial profile of electron207

density and temperature at the TS target position (z = 0m) is displayed in Fig. 3. For208

the low pressure case (0.46 Pa) both codes produce a good agreement with experimental209

data, although SOLPS-ITER (solid line) is closer in density and temperature than B2.5-210

Eunomia (dashed line). Nevertheless, huge discrepancies between at the high pressure211

case appear. Experimental data show a huge reduction in both, electron temperature212

and density. However, simulations only capture the decrease in electron temperature.213

It should be mentioned that both codes use the transport coefficients and upstream214

boundary conditions, including the potential, for the lower pressure case.215

This discrepancy in the density behaviour could be related to a miss representation216

of the plasma conditions at the source when a high pressure is achieved in the target217

chamber. As shown in Fig 4, when neutrals are puffed into the target chamber218

SOLPS-ITER shows a significant change in the plasma density upstream the target219

chamber, z < −0.35m. This could mean that the source boundary conditions employed220

for the low pressure case are not applicable for higher pressures, as it is assumed221
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Figure 4: Axial profiles of the electron density and temperature at r = 0m for the

High Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber. Solid line represents

SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution. Distinct distributions

of density and temperature between the two codes appear, particularly for the high

pressure case, in which plasma-neutral collisions in the target chamber become more

relevant. Red dash-dotted lines represent the locations of the skimmers.

during experiments and simulations. As this upstream change is less significant in the222

temperature distribution, this could explain why the temperature reduction found in the223

simulations is closer to the experiments than the reduction in density. This should be224

checked experimentally in Magnum-PSI by a new series of measurements of the plasma225

properties near the source when high pressures are achieved at the target chamber.226

Moreover, the axial distributions of Fig. 4 show a large disagreement between227

SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia, even when reaching similar values at the TS target228

position. This indicates that it is not enough to compare at one single point as multiple229

distributions along the plasma beam can be achieved to match the properties at a single230

measurement due to the free parameters. Thus, experimental data should be extended231

to account for axial distributions, at least in small regions of the target chamber, to232

improve the comparison with simulations. This could be achieved in Magnum-PSI by233

TS measurements for different target axial positions.234

Significant changes in the sources of particles and energy are found in each neutral235

module. Table 4 presents the sources calculated by each code for the two neutral pressure236

scenarios. The main difference comes from the ion and electron energy sources. B2.5-237

Eunomia is calculating huge sinks of plasma energy even for the low pressure case.238

This is directly linked to the larger amount of Ohmic heating introduced by the electric239

potential boundary condition at the source, needed to compensate for the energy sink.240

This can be seen in Fig. 5 in which the potential difference between source and target241

is pictured for each code. The larger amplitude in the potential is clearly shown in the242

B2.5-Eunomia case, which results in a larger amount of Ohmic heating. The differences243

in energy sources can be traced to the different implementation of p+H2 elastic collision244

and MAR explained in Ref. [16]. These processes are the next significant ones in the245
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0.46Pa 4.30Pa ∆(0.46− 4.30)Pa

SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia

Electron Energy (W) -543.92 -282.83 -471.33 -186.35 -72.59 -96.48

Ion Energy (W) -30.97 -1259.50 -271.40 -1470.02 240.43 210.52

Ion particle (part/s) -1.94e20 -2.22e20 -5.24e20 -5.68e20 3.30e20 3.46e20

Table 4: Integrated sources for electron energy, ion energy and ion particles for the high

density case. Last two columns represent the change from the low pressure to the high

pressure case. Although the sources calculated by the two neutral modules are quite

different, the change between the low and the high pressure case are quite close.
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Figure 5: Potential difference between the source (solid line) and the target (dashed

line) for the high density case. Curves have been shifted to have a common value of 0V

at the edge for plotting purposes.

electron energy losses after recombination [12].246

Nevertheless, looking at the variation between the low and high pressure cases, last247

two columns in Tab. 4, similar values are achieved. The similarity in ion particle source248

is directly related with MAR and EI not being significant processes in this plasma249

scenario [12] as recombination dominates, which is implemented in the same way by250

Eirene and Eunomia [16].251

As both neutral modules implement relevant plasma-neutral collision process252

differently [16], it is expected that the final distribution of neutrals also differs. The253

main difference can be found in the distribution of atomic hydrogen, presented in Fig. 6.254

B2.5-Eunomia is computing neutral densities of H in the plasma beam that are almost255

one order of magnitude higher than SOLPS-ITER, although the resulting temperatures256

are in good agreement between the two codes. On the other hand, differences in H2257

distribution, presented in Fig. 7, are smaller. Density produced by Eirene and Eunomia258

seems much closer than for the atomic case and both codes indicate that molecules are259

the dominant neutral species in that position of the plasma beam. However, a higher260

temperature of H2 is being obtained by Eirene than by Eunomia close to the plasma261

peak (r ≤ 5mm). This is directly related with p + H2 being the dominant plasma-262

molecule process in this plasma scenario [12] which gives higher molecular temperatures263

in Eirene [16].264

The comparison between the two codes and experimental data for a wider range265
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Figure 6: Radial profiles of the atomic hydrogen density and temperature at the TS

target position for the High Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution.
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Figure 7: Radial profiles of the molecular hydrogen density and temperature at the TS

target position for the High Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution.

of neutral pressures in the target chamber is presented in Fig. 8. The temperature266

measured by means of TS decreases as pressure in the target chamber increases. Density267

remains constant for low pressures decreases for neutral pressures above 4 Pa as the268

incoming plasma recombines due to the high presence of neutrals. As the plasma is269

low temperature even at low neutral pressures, ionization has a small role and most270

of the plasma-neutral exchange comes from elastic interactions, charge-exchange and271

recombination [12]. Both codes produce a good agreement in the electron temperature272

but fail to capture the dependence of the electron density. It seems that SOLPS-ITER273

is better in producing a match with the density trend as it does not show the increase in274

electron density found in B2.5-Eunomia. SOLPS-ITER is able to run cases in which the275

pressure at the target chamber is larger than 4Pa, in which B2.5-Eunomia fails to reach276

a converged state mostly due to the large sink of energy calculated by Eunomia or the277

computational time required to reach it is prohibitively long due to trapped particles.278
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Figure 8: Electron peak density (left) and temperature (right) at the TS target position.

Discrepancies between the two codes and experimental data still appear, particularly

for the electron density. However, SOLPS-ITER is capable of simulating a wider range

of neutral pressures.

Although the agreement is still not good, it seems that SOLPS-ITER improves the279

representation of the HD case with respect to B2.5-Eunomia.280

4.2. Low Density case281

In this plasma scenario, Magnum-PSI achieves higher temperatures in the target282

chamber, but lower densities. This has a significant impact in the collisional rates,283

meaning that the set of relevant A&M processes changes [12]. Thus, it is important to284

analyse the different results obtained with SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia in order to285

characterize these differences.286

Figure 9 presents the radial profile of electron density and temperature at the287

TS target position. Both codes produce results that are in good agreement with the288

experimental data shown, both in density and temperature. However, the shape of the289

profiles is not completely recovered by any code, particularly in the case of the density.290

This could be related with the anomalous transport coefficients employed, which affect291

the shape of the profile. This is more noticeable in SOLPS-ITER, as it is using the292

transport coefficients adapted from a B2.5-Eunomia solution instead of finding a new293

set that better fit the TS data. It could be possible that a different set of transport294

coefficients provides a better match between SOLPS-ITER and experimental data.295

This remarks the relevance of having independent kinetic simulations or experimental296

measurements that provide an approximate value for these parameters.297

Although both codes are in good agreement with experimental data, this is achieved298

with different axial distributions of plasmas, as shown in Fig. 10, particularly for the299

case of 4.30 Pa. As anomalous transport coefficients are the same in both simulations,300

these differences must be related to the electric potential at the source and the different301

implementation of plasma-neutral processes in the two neutral modules. The different302

implementation of these processes leads to disparate sinks and sources of particles and303
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Figure 9: Radial profiles of the electron density and temperature at the TS target

position for the Low Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution and

data points are the TS measurements. Both codes produce a good agreement with

experimental data, but discrepancies, particularly at the edges, still appear.
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Figure 10: Axial profiles of the electron density and temperature at r = 0m for the

Low Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber. Solid line represents

SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution. Disparate distributions

of density and temperature between the two codes appear, particularly for the high

pressure case, in which plasma-neutral collisions in the target chamber become more

relevant. Red dash-dotted lines represent the locations of the skimmers.

energy [16], as can be seen in Tab. 5 for this case. At low pressure, the two codes304

produce behaviours completely disparate. A positive source of ions appears for SOLPS-305

ITER, meaning that ionization is larger than recombination. Moreover, B2.5-Eunomia306

estimates almost twice the energy loss by the ions in the plasma beam, as well as two307

times the values of the change in ion energy from the low pressure to the high pressure308

case. This can be explained by MAR becoming a relevant plasma-neutral collision309

process in this plasma scenario [12], which has a significant different implementation in310

Eirene and Eunomia, producing disparate sources of particles and energy [16].311
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0.27Pa 4.40Pa ∆(0.27− 4.40)Pa

SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia SOLPS-ITER B2.5-Eunomia

Electron Energy (W) 558.42 -301.13 288.07 -292.09 270.35 -9.04

Ion Energy (W) -414.84 -901.34 -536.52 -1115.70 121.68 214.39

Ion particle (part/s) 1.59e19 -4.64e19 -1.20e20 -1.56e20 1.36e20 1.10e20

Table 5: Integrated sources for electron energy, ion energy and ion particles for the

low density case. B2.5-Eunomia produces larger sinks of ion and electron energy, which

means that a higher Ohmic heating is needed to reach the same temperature at the TS

target position. Last two columns represent the change from the low pressure to the

high pressure case.
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Figure 11: Potential difference between the source (solid line) and the target (dashed

line) for the low density case. Curves have been shifted to have a common value of 0V

at the edge for plotting purposes.

Both codes achieve temperatures at the TS target position close to the experimental312

data due to the different electric potential imposed as a boundary condition at the source,313

as shown in Fig. 11. It is clear that B2.5-Eunomia imposes to the plasma a much larger314

potential drop between source and target, which will result in a larger amount of Ohmic315

heating. Experimental data of the potential near the source will help to determine which316

input of Ohmic heating is closer to Magnum-PSI scenario.317

Additionally, the distribution of neutrals calculated by each neutral module differs.318

Figure 12 depicts the radial profile of atomic hydrogen at the TS position. For the low319

density case, SOLPS-ITER calculates that the temperature of H in the plasma beam320

is two times the one in B2.5-Eunomia and density decays with a higher rate. On the321

other hand, for the 4.40 Pa case, there is a huge difference of one order of magnitude in322

H density while temperatures are quite similar. The difference in neutral distributions323

can also be appreciated for the molecular hydrogen, as shown in Fig. 13. Although far324

from the plasma beam similar distribution of molecular density and temperature are325

achieved, SOLPS-ITER presents higher temperatures and lower densities for r < 5mm.326

The higher temperatures computed in SOLPS-ITER for H and H2 indicate a strong327

effect of plasma-molecule interactions due to the higher electron temperature than in328

the High Density scenario.329

A significant difference can be appreciated if a larger number of target pressure330
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Figure 12: Radial profiles of the atomic hydrogen density and temperature at the TS

target position for the Low Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution.
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Figure 13: Radial profiles of the electron density and temperature at the TS target

position for the Low Density case for two neutral pressures in the target chamber.

Solid line represents SOLPS-ITER solution, dashed line is B2.5-Eunomia solution and

data points are the TS measurements. Both codes produce a good agreement with

experimental data, but discrepancies, particularly at the edges, still appear.

scenarios is studied. Figure 14 presents the peak temperature and density at the331

TS target position compared with the experimental data. As with the high density332

case, the electron temperature reduces drastically as pressure is increased due to H2333

puffing. Electron density raises as ionization is a relevant process for this plasma334

scenario. However, for P > 4 Pa electron density reduces in both, TS data and SOLPS-335

ITER simulations. SOLPS-ITER is capable of simulating higher pressures in the target336

chamber than B2.5-Eunomia, as in the HD case. Moreover, an improved agreement is337

found in the evolution of the electron density in SOLPS-ITER with respect to B2.5-338

Eunomia, particularly for low neutral pressures, although discrepancies appear at 8 Pa.339

Thus, SOLPS-ITER is better in capturing the plasma behaviour at a wider range of340

neutral pressures also for low density plasma scenarios.341
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Figure 14: Electron peak density (left) and temperature (right) at the TS target

position. In general, SOLPS-ITER has a better agreement than B2.5-Eunomia and it

is able to simulate higher pressures in which B2.5-Eunomia reaches convergence issues.

4.3. Effect of missing molecule collision processes in Eunomia342

From studying tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that the two codes implement quite different343

set of processes. Particularly relevant are the electron impact ionization of molecules344

(AMJUEL 2.2.9) and the dissociation ionization (AMJUEL 2.2.10) missing in Eunomia.345

Although the impact of these processes might be small due to a reduced collision rate,346

there might be situations in which they have a significant impact, i.e., at high electron347

temperatures.348

To test the impact of these processes, a series of cases in SOLPS-ITER switching349

these collisions is presented in Fig. 15. Taking as a base case the low density solution350

presented in Sec. 4.2, two additional cases are introduced: without the dissociation351

ionization and without electron impact ionization of molecules. The dissociation352

ionization (AMJUEL 2.2.10) seems to have very little effect in the plasma distribution353

for this regime. However, the electron impact ionization (AMJUEL 2.2.9) produces a354

significant sink of energy in the plasma, thus increasing the plasma temperature when355

it is not accounted for. This means that neglecting this process is underestimating the356

plasma-neutral interactions in situations when electron temperatures are above 3 eV, as357

typically happens in Magnum-PSI plasma beam, particularly at the peak.358

Thus, collisional processes, even neglected at first due to low collision rate, might359

have a significant impact in simulations of Magnum-PSI. Additionally, this will affect360

the free parameters, mostly source potential and transport coefficients, needed to match361

experimental data. Additionally, these processes could have a larger impact in the362

divertor leg as electron temperatures upstream are usually higher than those achieved363

in Magnum-PSI.364
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Figure 15: Effect of missing molecule processes in Eunomia. The SOLPS-ITER solution

is presented with a dashed black line. Thomson Scattering measurements at the same

position as simulation profiles are shown as data points. SOLPS-ITER solutions for

three cases are presented: the base case from Sec. 4.2, without ionization of molecules

by electron impact (without EI) and without the dissociation ionization process (without

DS) The dissociation ionization (DS) seems to have very little impact in the final

solution. However, when ionization of H2 by electron impact is neglected, a significant

increase in the plasma temperature appears.

4.4. Effect of missing molecule collision processes in Eirene365

This section analyses the impact of MAR via H– (H2VIBR 2.l3) in Eunomia as this366

is missing in SOLPS-ITER default set of collision processes for H2. The H– generated367

by this collision process instantaneously recombines with a proton, so it could be an368

important process for plasma recombination particularly for high H2 densities.369

Figure 16 depicts the main collision processes involving H2 and H2
+. The main370

collision process taking place for a neutral molecule is elastic interactions with protons.371

However, other outcomes are possible: either a molecule is ionized (due to CX or EI) or372

it gets dissociated into H and H– . The first option is more probable at T > 0.7 eV, in373

which then the ionized molecule will dissociate (DS) or dissociate and recombine (DR)374

depending on the electron density and temperature. For temperatures below 0.7 eV,375

the dominant electron-molecule collisional process is MAR via H– , which is missing in376

the Eirene standard list of processes. Although this process collision rate is lower than377

the elastic exchange for these temperatures [23, 25], it might produce small changes in378

the plasma distributions in low temperature high molecule density scenarios as the high379

neutral pressure cases presented here.380

Figure 17 presents the electron density and temperature for B2.5-Eunomia381

simulations with and without accounting for H– for the high density case presented382

in Sec. 4.1 at 4.30 Pa. Although the effect of MAR via H– is small, neglecting it383

produces higher temperatures and densities as in SOLPS-ITER. Thus, the description384

of plasma at low temperatures and high molecular density could be slightly improved by385

the implementation of this recombination process. However, as changes are small, this386
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Figure 16: Collision processes involving H2 and H2
+ for the relevant range of

temperatures and densities in Magnum-PSI. The main collision process in Magnum-

PSI is p + H2 elastic interaction. If a molecule assists in a recombination process the

path of H– (orange line) is more probable at T < 0.7 eV. If an ionized molecule is

formed, the outcome of the dissociation recombination (DR) or simply dissociation (DS)

strongly depends on the electron density and temperature. For higher temperatures,

charge-exchange and ionization dominate, and the dissociation (DS) of H2
+ becomes

the dominant process.
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Figure 17: Effect of missing molecule processes in Eirene. The SOLPS-ITER solution

is presented with a dashed black line for reference. Thomson Scattering measurements

at the same position are shown as data points. Neglecting MAR via H– makes B2.5-

Eunomia produce results closer to SOLPS-ITER, meaning that this process slightly

improves the description of plasma at low electron temperature and high molecular

density.

collisional process cannot be responsible of the discrepancies found between simulations387

and TS.388

This process has been added to the Eirene set of collisions with a combination of

e + H2 −−→ H + H− AMJUEL 2.2.17

H+ +H−

−−→ H + H AMJUEL 7.2.3a

An additional non-tracked ion species in Eirene to represent H– has been added, the389
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Figure 18: Axial distributions of electron density (left) and temperature (right) for

SOLPS-ITER (red) and B2.5-Eunomia (blue) with (solid line) and without (dashed line)

MAR via H– . Red dash-dotted lines represent the locations of the skimmers. Larger

change in plasma distribution occurs in the target chamber, when the population of

molecules is higher.
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Figure 19: Electron peak density (left) and temperature (right) at the TS target

position. Simulations with MAR via H– are shown in solid line while the dashed lines

represents the simulations without. SOLPS-ITER shows a larger impact on the plasma

distribution than B2.5-Eunomia.

same way as H2
+ is incorporated.390

Particles from this species recombine immediately with a proton as a significant391

population of H– in the plasma beam is not expected to exists for large periods of time.392

Figure 18 shows the axial distribution of the high density case at 4.30 Pa for SOLPS-393

ITER and B2.5-Eunomia with and without MAR via H– . The main effect of this394

process for SOLPS-ITER is found in the target chamber, where the density of molecules395

is larger. The main impact appears in the electron density, while temperatures remain396

basically unaffected. This is also appreciated in the evolution of the temperature and397

density peaks for a wide range of pressures in Fig. 19.398
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5. Conclusions399

This work presents a comparison of SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia coupled runs in400

the framework of Magnum-PSI detachment experiments for two plasma scenarios: High401

and Low density. A previous work [16] studied the effect of different implementations402

of plasma-neutral interactions employed by each neutral module, Eirene and Eunomia.403

That analysis showed large discrepancies between the sources of energy and particles404

that will be used by B2.5 to compute a new plasma state. Here, the effect of these405

differences is analysed in a complete coupled run. Two neutral pressures in the target406

chamber are acutely analysed to represent an attached (low pressure without gas puffing)407

and detached (high pressure with gas puffing) situations.408

The main impact of these differences is that each code requires a different boundary409

condition profile for the electric potential at the plasma source. This profile determines410

the Ohmic heating in the plasma beam, which directly impacts the plasma temperature411

at the target. Thus, this potential profile is modified so that simulations match the412

temperature profile at the TS target position. In general, B2.5-Eunomia requires a413

larger amount of Ohmic heating because Eunomia is computing larger sinks of plasma414

energy.415

After modifying this electric potential at the source both codes produce similar416

results at the TS target position, but large differences in the plasma axial distribution417

appear. As transport coefficients are set equal in both codes, this can only be418

compensated by the source electric potential boundary condition. Moreover, disparate419

distributions of neutrals in the target chamber are computed by each code. Particularly420

significant differences are found in the distribution of atomic hydrogen density, which421

vary by one order of magnitude between the two codes. A qualitatively comparison422

with experimental data of the distribution of atomic hydrogen would provide a better423

understanding on which code is producing results closer to the experiment.424

The sources of energy and particles computed by each neutral module are425

completely different in each case. Some agreement can be found at the high density426

case for the particle source of protons as both codes produce similar results. Moreover,427

the variation from the low to the high pressure in the HD case is basically the same428

for SOLPS-ITER and B2.5-Eunomia, although the values for each case are completely429

different. Nevertheless, this similitude does not translate to the low density case, in430

which changes in the sources show significant differences. This can be directly traced431

to the different implementation of MAR, which has a significant contribution in the432

LD scenario [12]. The effect of vibrational state distributions in these cases should433

be further investigated, taking advantage of new developments of Collisional Radiative434

Models [26].435

Even when a good agreement is found with experimental TS data, differences still436

appear, particularly at the HD case. The codes do not properly reproduce the reduction437

in electron density at 4.30 Pa found experimentally. B2.5-Eunomia seems to produce a438

larger reduction in density and temperature than SOLPS-ITER but does not improve439
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the solution significantly. The cause of this is still unclear and further analysis when440

new experimental data is available should be carried out.441

SOLPS-ITER is able to obtain a converged solution in a wider range of neutral442

pressures than B2.5-Eunomia. Moreover, the trend of peak density and temperature as a443

function of the pressure has a qualitatively better match to experimental data in SOLPS-444

ITER. This could indicate that the implementation of plasma-neutral collision terms is445

more adequate in Eirene than in Eunomia for simulating plasma in the parameter range446

presented here. Nevertheless, additional experiments are still required to determine447

which code is producing more accurate results. Particularly important are the electric448

potential at the source and the distribution of neutral particles in the target chamber.449

In this comparison, the effect of missing collision terms in the standard input450

configuration of each code were analysed. In B2.5-Eunomia, the electron impact (EI)451

ionization and the dissociation ionization of H2 are not taking into account. An analysis452

with SOLPS-ITER shows a significant effect of EI ionization for the low density case,453

where electron temperatures are higher. On the other hand, the recombination of H+
454

assisted by molecule through H– implemented in Eunomia and missing in Eirene has a455

small effect in the plasma distribution. The implementation of this process in Eirene456

would slightly improve the description of plasma at low temperature and high molecular457

density.458
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